
 

 

Chateauguay Valley Regional 

Course Outline and Evaluation Criteria 

 

Teacher’s name: R. Harris                 Email: rharris@nfsb.qc.ca 

Course: Science and Technology 

                Group:11                             Year: 2020-2021 

Level: Secondary 1                                        Tutorials: TBD 

Prerequisites: None 

 Objectives:   

o Students will be evaluated on their ability to: 

- Seek answers or solutions to scientific or technological problems  

- Make the most of their knowledge of science and technology 

- Communicate in the language used in science and technology 

o Both Practical and Theory components will be evaluated and reported on at 
the end of every term 

o The students’ knowledge of the Material World, Living World, Earth and 
Space and the Technological World will also be evaluated throughout the 
year 

Materials: 1 ½ inch binder, lined loose-leaf paper, pencil case containing pencils, pens 

(red and blue), an eraser, liquid paper, highlighters, 1 ruler. 

Types of Evaluation: 

Students will be evaluated using a variety of tools, including: Tests, Quizzes, Projects, 
Presentations, Experimental Activities and Technological Design Activities. 
 
Evaluation Breakdown: 
 
Practical = 40% 
Theory = 60% 
 
Final Evaluations/Exams: 
TBD 
 
 



 

 

HOMEWORK:    
 

 If no written work has been assigned, you are expected to review your class 
notes and assigned readings.      

 Assignments are due at the START of class on the assigned date. 
 Late assignments will receive a penalty of 10% per day they are late.  Once an 

assignment has been marked and returned to others, it will receive a mark of 
zero but must still be handed in. 

 
ABSENCES:     
 

 You are responsible for making up any work missed during an absence.    
 Assignments are due on the first day of your return to class. 
 A missed test is to be written on the first day of your return to class. Failure to do 

so will result in an automatic zero. 
 How can you know what you are responsible for? Ask a classmate to get you up 

to date. If you have no other options, come and see me.  
 I do not run after you! 

 
LABS:  When it is not possible to make up a lab, you will be given the data collected 
during the lab. You are responsible for completing the required questions, calculations, 
graphs (etc.) and for submitting your work at the start of the next class.  
 
 
CLASSROOM BEHAVIOUR:     
 

1. Be punctual and always arrive with all the necessary material. 

2. No cellphones.  

3. No food or drinks. 

4. No backpacks. 

5. Be respectful of your teacher and your peers always. 

6. Keep an open mind. 

7. Have Fun!! 


